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KILLWAGER HISTORY

HISTORY
KILLWAGER is a Fictional Universe based on 
our own. If anything in here upsets you or you 
find too close to home. Remember: 
It’s a game.

In all Honesty -
KILLWAGER is a brutal real world Universe. 
Bad things happen to everyone and there are 
most certainly no “Good Guys”. This means 
everyone is a Good Guy, so have some fun 
with it, guy.

 
Use this book to inspire scenarios, locations, 
factions, or your own world of ABOL.
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REASONS TO LEAVE

Reasons to Leave -
A crowd of one thousand will present one 
thousand different answers as to why they left 
Earth. Work, overcrowding, war, life, children, 
expectations, death. But the mainline narrative 
is much simpler. Overburdening of the planet.

Pollution, population, destruction, and resources 
were the official primary concerns of the United 
Nations missions and what was flashed across 
millions of screens every day. This alongside 
races to 0 emissions and energy independence 
created a global race to the bottom for most 
nations energy and power needs. This dropoff 
created massive issues in both resource 
management, food, and basic needs.

At first the closest system to Earth’s own solar 
system was written off. Several dead rocks 
circling a star with a few gas giants in larger 
orbits on the outer edges of the system. Early 
imagery from the Hubble space telescope 
in the late 20th century was interesting to 
professionals and hobbyists, but forgettable to 
the average person.

Yet in 2003 two astronomers noticed something 
odd in routine imaging. At first they thought 
they were seeing a previously undiscovered 
moon around the systems largest gas giant, 
it’s lethargic rotation and massive orbital path 
being to blame. Over several months however 
it became clear: the enormous gas giant had 
been obscuring an entire planet from the view 
of Earth. Even more exciting was that this planet 
was estimated to be in the star’s habitable zone. 
Preliminary research showed that the planet 

likely had an atmosphere, albeit thin, and 
potentially even signs of liquid on the surface. 

Excitement for the discovery first tore through 
the scientific community, followed by the media, 
internet, and word of mouth. Even the average 
person was soon aware that “Humanity’s Next 
Home” had been discovered. The discovering 
scientists were quickly propelled into celebrity 
status, appearing on talk shows, podcasts, 
magazines and more. Neither scientist wished 
to take full credit and assign their name to the 
planet, so together Adam Blane and Oliver 
Lenstein took their initials and called the new 
planet ABOL.

A decade after its discovery ABOL was still 
the darling of the scientific community. More 
research had shown high likeyhood of mineral 
riches on the planet, and the mega corporations 
of earth began to scheme and plan. Remote 
explorations had been launched but were still 
30 years from arrival in ABOL.

At the same time, many scientists came to agree 
that Earth was entering a “twilight” period. 
Climate changes, food shortages, rising sea 
levels, scarcity of fuel sources and a soon to 
materialize water crisis fueled global unrest.

fleets followed. In the end some 2,700 ships 
were tracked outbound to ABOL, and the 
fifteen year process in the shipyards of earth 
began again. Yet this time improvements in 
methodology and standard practices sped the 
process up considerably, and a short 5 years 
later the second UN fleet departed for ABOL. 
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REASONS TO LEAVE

As the world continued to destabilize itself and 
the geopolitical situation worsened, the United 
Nations took action. A colony ship program 
was announced. Two “fleets” would depart 
Earth for ABOL some five or so years apart. 
Contracts were given out for the construction 
of massive colony ships. Estimates on travel 
time varied depending on which research 
conglomerate was asked, but one item was in 
agreement. The journey would take the better 
part of a generation, few who left earth would 
still be alive when the ships entered the orbit of 
ABOL. 

The UN deemed the project “The LEAP Act” 
standing for “Leave Earth And Prosper”. The 
UN missions would have strict guidelines for 
initial landings with the intent to be to groom 
the planet for future waves of colonists. Major 
provisions included were:

-No weapons beyond those used for potential 
hunting should there prove to be local fauna

-No industrial level mining or other “heavy 
industry” equipment

-No single state backed entities, security would 
be handled by a designated “UN-ABOL” 
defensive force.

Even before construction began on the UN’s 
fleets of colony ships the cracks began to show. 
The governments involved in the LEAP Act, (led 
by Chinese, Russian and EU parties) were often 
at odds and the threat of delays to the missions 
made investors think twice. It was then that the 
proverbial dam broke. 

Corporate conglomerates began scrambling to 
construct and then launch their own ships. The 
UN, threatening retaliation was met with well 
armed private military companies guarding 
corporate facilities and offices. Rumors 
abounded that some nations were covertly 
constructing their own ships under the guise of 
a corporate enterprise, and without LEAP Act 
compliance no one would really know what 
would be packed away for use on ABOL.

As the departure date for the UN fleet neared, 
the selection process of 300,000 people 
began. The UN decided that the best way 
to control the situation on ABOL would be to 
ensure their fleet, upon arrival, would be the 
dominate political force in orbit. The plan for 
UN-ABOL “defensive” forces slowly morphed 
to look more like a military policing force. 

In 2024 as the UN ships were christened 
and the onboarding was underway the first 
corporate ships slipped quietly from their docks 
and began their long journey. Soon the UN 
fleets followed. In the end some 2,700 ships 
were tracked outbound to ABOL, and the 
fifteen year process in the shipyards of earth 
began again. Yet this time improvements in 
methodology and standard practices sped the 
process up considerably, and a short 5 years 
later the second UN fleet departed for ABOL. 
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REASONS TO LEAVE

Much had changed on earth in the short five 
year period between fleets. The “future” water 
crisis became a reality sooner than expected, 
and the global system of relative peace and 
prosperity under which humanity had flourished 
began collapsing. The result for the second 
expedition was that LEAP Act protocols were 
treated more as loose guidelines than hard 
and fast rules. Anyone could bring banned 
items if only they paid the right people to look 
away. Once a company or investor crunched 
the numbers it became apparent that in light 
of skyrocketing prices these loopholes were 
cheaper to extort than separate ships were to 
build. When the second wave departed for 
ABOL, it left loaded with untold numbers of 
falsely marked containers in the cargo holds.
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THE THREE STEPS

Earth -
As the lights of the largest combined fleet Earth 
had ever seen dimmed in the distance geo 
political moves were being made. Federated 
states backed peacekeeping missions and large 
scale troop movements began to shift the maps 
of Earth.

Communications are received from the research 
teams and a sense of urgency is created inside 
of the world’s governments.

The source of the ----- HARLOW WAS HERE 
BABY.

Journey -
A full generation passes aboard the massive 
United Nations space fleet. False gravity, 
hydroponics, purpose for life. Every person has 
a position aboard these ships and each position 
is incredibly important. Alongside the larger 
ships are hundreds of smaller and independent 
craft. Some connected by cabling or even 
welded together to ensure a shared space. 
Guided by navigational computers and dozens 
of teams of scientists the main fleet was on a 
straight path towards ABOL.

Arrival -
Of the initially reported 2,700 vessels less than 
400 made the journey. A grueling journey 
lasting a generation had revealed what had 
already been reported to the Earth of old.

ABOL stood before the United Nations flag 
ship. Barren, stripped, and hot.

It’s twin moons rotated awkwardly and in an 
unknown pattern. It’s surface was pocked and 
scarred by thousands of impacts. Oxygen clung 
to the feeble atmosphere with a tenuous grasp.

Initial reports revealed over 30 landing 
attempts and the debris of over a dozen more.

Small settlements were spotted and lights could 
be seen in darkest parts of the planet.
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ABOL

The surface of ABOL is oxygen deprived but 
just below it in the craters, the tunnels, the 
caverns was a curious mix of breathable air. 
With humans and livestock able to survive and 
operate on the surface in a reduced capacity 
and earth like conditions inside of the craters 
and underground systems.

The primary side as it has been called consists 
of several large craters and several thousand 
smaller ones. An enormous river flows from 
the poles to the north and ends in several 
breakaway areas with a large cavern as its 
primary run off. The main settlements found 
themselves clustered around the largest of 
these craters and borders the cavern created 
from the river.  The primary side has a daylight 
equivalent of 30 earth hours.

The southern pole is shrouded in darkness and 
oftentimes reflects light hinting at ice caps. What 
emanates from the south pole is much much 
darker. The Ash is a highly acidic micro particle 
that flows from South to North in a seemingly 
random pattern. Eating into anything made 
of flesh, metal, or cloth this Ash is incredibly 
dangerous to the Settlers and their grasp on 
the planet’s surface. Many theories exist about 
the creation of this Ash but the most commonly 
accepted is that there is a super volcano to the 
south that is in a constant state of eruption.

With a climate resembling an Earth savanna, 
ABOL is extremely dry outside of its water 
systems. Its primary native life is a strong rooted 
grass that seems to grow only alongside small 
thorny shrubs and short statured trees. Their 
bark is made of a rubbery substance and 
provides no useful resource. Inside of the craters 
and tunnels a variant of the grass can be found 
coating the ground floors and the walls to a 
certain height determined by oxygen levels.

No significant life other than small reptilians 
and flying mammal-like bat creatures can be 
found.

Seasons on ABOL last an average of Two 
Earth Months and alternate between a rainy 
season and a dry arid season. The rainy 
seasons alternate between monsoon style 
storms and constant humidity. Most moisture 
runs underground or feeds into the larger river 
systems.

After three to four seasons ABOL seems 
to rotate from its major sun to enter a dark 
season of over 60 earth days. During this time 
of darkness the lights to the south provide a 
moderate light pollution visible enough for most 
humans to operate during the days as a low 
light environment. With most of the population 
centers based in craters or subterranean areas 
the average light is well below an acceptable 
standard. This has caused major lighting 
installations and reflective materials to be the 
norm to save power.
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SETTLEMENT

The initial landings took over two years with 
major developments being centered around the 
United Nations deployment of their generation 
ships. Their main landing zones were the C and 
G craters. Chosen so due to the unique nature 
of ABOLs oxygen which led it to center and 
cling to the lowest points of the planet. 

Contact was established with several 
existing groups and settlements. Sprawling 
prefabricated buildings and constructed zones 
began to crawl away from the initial landings 
as resource points were established and crude 
terraforming began.

The foremost construction on this planet was 
a large space elevator intended to receive 
supplies and new colonists. As construction 
began, so did adaptation. Livestock were 
offloaded and the grueling process of a new 
world could begin properly. 3d Printed farming 
systems and hydro channels and dams began 
to create power separate from the colony ships.

Planting Earth based crops proved easy but 
sustaining them was much more difficult. 
Utilizing large mirrors and solar panels to 
power UV lights the settlers made due. With 
the largest operations taking place inside of 
man made craters the AG CORP provides most 
of the settlements with insect and vegetable 
based nutrition. Outside of the major AG CORP 
developments exist many nomadic group farms 
and mobile hydroponics. Trundling along on 
repurposed machinery the groups living outside 
of the main colonies rely on these machines to 
sustain their families and groups.
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INITIAL CONFLICTS

Within ten years the fighting had begun. Initial 
immigration from struggling communities and 
food shortages led to hunger and housing 
issues due to improper expansion and speed. 
This combined with the various groups of 
Earth quickly created divides across the initial 
colonies. Small scale protests emerged and the 
United Nations revealed a darker side. After 
several incidents of mismanagement caused 
deaths, groups began to splinter away from the 
initial colonies.

The largest and most established quickly 
declared their independence and created the 
state of IRAFEL. 

With the creation of IRAFEL came an eternal 
struggle between the independent forces of 
ABOL and the UNITED NATIONS. Numerous 
strikes and civilian revolts have kept the UNITED 
NATIONS on a defensive front operating from 
within their own territories. Within the state of 
IRAFEL are several sub groups operating within 
the UNITED NATIONS controlled regions 
sowing dissent and discontent.

Alongside the splintering of IRAFEL several 
subfactions and groups became self existing.
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LOCATIONS

ETHRON -
Established by the UN-Habitat and Human 
Settlements Foundation, Ethron sprung up

around the base of the UN-controlled Space 
elevator and the landed monstrosity of a 
Colony

Ship. This situates the city as the most 
strategically important population center on the

planet. Crucial for its logistical connections to 
the UN Pilgrim’s Caravan and communications

centers, Ethron is also the most heavily 
garrisoned city on ABOL. Nearly every person

looking to establish a home or work on the 
planet’s surface first arrives through the

immigration processing facilities here.

THE SCATTER -
The Scatter consists of layers upon layers of 
prefabricated homes, slums, warehouses, 
and industrial zones. This Scatter spreads 
from the base of the initial colony ship like a 
wave. With several checkpoints and outer 
perimeters established throughout the area the 
UN maintains a watchful presence over the 
inhabitants. The demographics of The Scatter 
vary wildly and each section often houses their 
own in-groups. Inside of the Scatter each group 
oftentimes has their own structure and policing 
force. Gangs, religious organizations, labor 
unions, and more call The Scatter their home.

Labor and industry are highly regarded in The 
Scatter and most jobs are State backed with 
the United Nations providing many jobs and 
resource distribution sources.

A standard home in The Scatter is based on 
a pre fabricated structure hung with plastic 
tarps to keep the Ash out. Several underground 
entrances and garages are attached and the 
entire structure is reinforced with salvaged metal 
or 3d printed concrete barriers.

Many structures are chained together using 
either tunnels made of concrete and plastic or 
through underground complexes. 

Lahubab - 
Founded at the site of an Iranian Colony ship. 
Lahubab is the second largest population center 
on Abol. Much less developed than Ethron, 
Lahubab is situated on the edge of The Scatter. 
Lahubab is a hive of pro-IRAFEL sentiment, 
black market trade, and countless other shady 
networks. Ostensibly still governed by UN 
officials, placed in office

Shortly after the city’s founding, the city became 
a hotbed of contention and resentment. A 
casual viewer would look upon the city and see 
nothing more than a heavily militarized refugee

camp, but in reality, this is only an illusion of 
security. True power in Lahubab rests in the

hands of its people.
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LOCATIONS

SAN CHRISTO -
San Christo represents one of several small 
pockets of habitation found throughout the 
main crater system. Apart from researchers, 
the inhabitants of San Christo found use of 
the wide space and richer soil to establish 
farming operations. A blend of hydroponics 
and massive 3D-Print Farming Rigs surround 
the habitation centers, stretching on for miles in 
some cases.

Farmers and other recluse residents have small 
clusters of habitation pods across the farmland. 
The center of San Christo is an independent 
and self-sustaining complex, that suits 
residents escaping the oppression of the UN 
and doctrines of IRAFEL. Seen as a farming 
community, which also has regular convoys 
and shipments to and from to distribute 
sustainable food to ABOL, San Christo has 
recently become a target for organized crime. 
Local IMPISI operatives have established a 
base of operation in San Christo as well as 
the neighboring settlements. From there they 
can freely smuggle drugs, contraband, and 
military-grade weapons in and out while the 
UN only sees the innocence of farmers and 
researchers. Local leaders are reluctant to offer 
support to the organized crime operation, 
though value the safety of their residents and 
are unwilling to trade bloodshed for freedom, 
especially fearing trading one oppressor 
for another. The money the criminal activity 
brings in also offers stability to the settlement, 
ensuring San Christo’s survival amid troubling 
political and economic tides on ABOL.

“Howling Hills” / Cenriv I rim -
The crater of Cenriv I is expansive and known to 
have geological formations surrounding it.

Researchers have theorized that the impact may 
have broken through to a network of underlying 
caverns that are now cave openings in the rim. 
This sighting has led to theories that these caves 
may stretch across large portions of ABOL, 
with some going so far as to suggest an “ant-
hill” of cavern complexity beneath the surface. 
Regardless of rumors, these caves have become 
hot-spots for illegal activity with known terror 
cells and radical independents relocating to the 
caverns after the U.N. seized control of Cenriv 
I. Further rumors even put the charismatic Oliver 
Espidoza as one of the cave residents when he 
disappeared from the public eye. Those rumors 
were never confirmed, although U.N. searches 
and raids have taken place over the years.
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THE ARRIVAL

Despite dozens of entries into ABOLs solar 
system the Arrival changed everything.

A massive flotilla of ships of a design never 
before seen had arrived at the edge. Traveling 
a distance that took the original settlers over 4 
years in less than 6 months. These ships were in 
instant communications with the United Nations 
announcing themselves as the people of Earth.

As the groups drew closer, communications 
ceased and remained only in the hands of the 
United Nations. With a month left in their travels 
large installations revealed themselves around 
the central crater and United Nations projects 
suddenly ceased work.

ABOL revealed its fangs.

Hidden inside the rings of steel that 
encapsulated the colony ships were dozens 
of nuclear weapons and thousands of smaller 
systems. With orders to halt at a safe distance 
the flotilla obliged. Several independent ships 
braved the atmosphere but were quickly 
destroyed by what seemed to be outside 
forces. Missile launches from unsettled 
territories quickly destroyed hastily constructed 
immigration ships and forced several more to 
crash land across the surface. 

Aircraft were deployed to locate the launch 
sites but nothing was found as the United 
Nations bowed under extreme pressure and 
accusations of brutality.

After 3 months a trickle of ships were allowed to 
access the space elevator. The remaining ships 
created a sort of hub clustered around ABOLS 
primary moon. Communications were difficult 
due to the eclectic nature of ABOLS solar status 
and the primary concern was feeding those 
would be settlers. It was discovered that during 
the travels of the original settlers technology 
had advanced to the point where humans 
could endure the journey using a mixture of 
cryogenics and sedatives. Effectively reducing 
the age induced by long travel.

Soon word spread that the new Arrivals did 
not follow the Leap Act. Multiple corporations, 
states, private companies, and even research 
groups comprised this group. But the most 
unsettling to the United Nations and people 
of ABOL was the presence of several private 
security companies and independent powers. 
From Oil Sheiks to ranchers hoping to settle 
the expected rich world of ABOL. Weapons 
and tools of industry crowded certain ships 
while mixed amongst them were hundreds of 
desperate groups of settlers and refugees.
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KEY PLAYERS

The United Nations - 
Consisting of thousands of volunteer forces from 
across Earth and now organized under the 
United Nations of ABOL.The children of these 
initial volunteers are guided by the leadership 
of the original forces. Intended to keep peace 
and protect the citizens against any possible 
influences not deemed appropriate under the 
Leap Act. Their forces are the most regulated 
and powerful on the planet. With hundreds of 
armed troops, small armored units, and limited 
air power the United Nations largest wing 
is its cultural advising and reporting section. 
Intended to control, process, and regulate the 
dozens of cultures, peoples, religions, and 
countries represented on ABOL.

The United Nations combat wing  is represented 
by a core of reservists. Well trained and 
equipped to a standard ten times better than 
any of the local forces. The UN Reserves hold 
checkpoints, immigration stations, food centers, 
and government locations. With most of their 
doctrine based on small unit and counter 
insurgency operations their greatest strength 
is in intelligence and technology. A standard 
squad size of six is supplemented by integrated 
squad automatic weapons and a technical 
operator controlling the squads intelligence and 
drone assets.

Equipped with a standard combat load 
including maneuvering thrusters for increased 
speed in urban environments a UN rifleman 
is often seen utilizing older weapon designs 
enhanced by smart technology. While standard 
drone technology is assigned at a squad level 

to provide concentrated support or specialized 
intelligence roles ranging from Identity 
verification to geomapping.

With the advent of the new arrival and renewed 
attacks from outside forces the United Nations 
has broken Earth Bound laws and created a 
direct offensive force. These are specialized 
teams that oftentimes operate outside of 
standard United Nations doctrine and are 
formed on an Adhoc basis with the largest 
element being a reinforced squad. Performing 
within the United Nations intelligence sphere 
these teams are highly trained, extremely 
dangerous, and incredibly targeted. Used as 
strike teams to eliminate or capture high value 
targets or to supplement larger operations in 
direct action engagements aimed at neutering 
the enemies capabilities. Rumors suggest these 
strikes are often advised by new arrivals or 
even backed by State or Independent security 
companies
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KEY PLAYERS

ABOL LABOR -
ABOL LABOR is the labor corps of the United 
Nations. A strong well maintained group of 
engineers, manufacturing specialists, industrial 
designers, and management oversee a sea of 
employees. All of these souls exist inside the 
ABOL LABOR union’s caring embrace. Without 
these groups the major construction sites on 
ABOL couldn’t exist.

Led by Oliver Espidoza the ABOL LABOR is 
well represented and well taken care of. Often 
receiving preferential treatment amongst the 
colonists.

AG CORPS -
As the ABOL LABOR corp is integral to 
the United Nations improvements the AG 
CORPS are the backbone of the food and 
nutrition supplies for the colonists. With large 
underground farms and insect processing areas 
the AG CORPS provides nutrition and rations 
to those under the United Nations supervision. 
Their facilities are often well protected and 
exist deep inside crevices and canyons utilizing 
reflective glass walls and UV lighting.

GANGS -

LA Kings -
Yeah. If they made it to Syria they’re here man.

SouthEspin - 
Hailing from several refugee ships the 
SouthEspin associate closely with Hispanic 
and South American gang and prison culture. 
Widely accepted as the most well organized 
gang on ABOL SouthEspin run several drug 
and prostitution rings throughout the Scatter 
providing “protection” from certain opponents 
and the United Nations reserves. 
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KEY PLAYERS

EEDREN HARLOW -
With the Arrival came several private security 
firms. Foremost amongst them was Harlow 
Kinetic Solutions. Formed by Eedren Harlow 
late in the 21st Century and rising from the 
ashes of the African conflicts Harlow became 
a preeminent fighting force in the Southern 
Regions of Earth. Their expeditionary force 
to ABOL consists of less than 400 fighting 
units and under 1,000 support staff, medical 
personnel, lawyers, marketing specialists, and 
advisors. 

Their fleet consisted of several State funded 
and privately funded ships with only two of the 
seven holding personnel. The rest were packed 
with equipment and functioning materials for 
surviving on the new planet. From cargo holds 
full of supplies to racks of Interdiction suites 
and armored fighting vehicles. Key amongst 
Eedrens arsenal is the Accipitridae. Armed 
with several missile bays and Harlows aerial 
fleet. The Accipitridae is unique as it is one of 
only a few craft capable of holding an orbit 
allowing it to provide constant intelligence and 
communications despite the turbulent seasons of 
ABOL.

Despite the UNs armed response Harlow 
Kinetic Solutions was the first of the new Arrivals 
to actually land on ABOL itself. Welcomed to 
the surface by the United Nations themselves in 
a contract to train and advise new recruits and 
provide intelligence against revolts and attacks. 
With a presence established it was only a 
matter of time before Harlow became engaged 
themselves in the conflict. With the advantage 

of constant intelligence, superior military 
training, and an active aerial wing Harlow is 
the foremost military presence on ABOL.

Harlow Kinetic Solutions rarely deploys trigger 
pullers unless there is a direct action mission 
that requires their immediate presence. A usual 
deployment consists of four to eight operators 
with a large off grid intelligence asset. Usually 
supported by drones, aerial overwatch, and 
United Nations reserve forces clearing the 
area, Harlow Kinetic Solutions operators have 
the advantage over any local forces. On an 
individual basis Harlow operators have an 
innate advantage over local forces. Professional 
weaponry, advanced military training, combat 
stimulants, and actual organization win the 
day. Supplemented by trained local forces, 
mechanized assets and towering interdiction 
suites Harlow Kinetic Solutions is a feared but 
not respected force on ABOL.
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KEY PLAYERS

SOKOLOV -
MANTICOR was born amidst the dozens of 
conflicts exploding across Eastern Europe 
and stands as one of the most well known 
private security forces on Earth. With active 
sanctions placed against them and funding cut 
MANTICOR fell back upon state patrons and 
support. With the majority of funding coming 
from the Russian territories MANTICOR was 
quickly labeled as a crypto Russian military 
force. The reason for their presence on ABOL 
isn’t known but their reputation has preceded 
them. Kept firmly at arms length by the UNITED 
NATIONS MANTICORs small fleet maintains 
a constant orbit around ABOLS primary moon. 
Their limited communications and unknown 
intent have created dozens of theories and their 
self-sustainment even more. What is known 
about MANTICOR is their ties to the Russian 
territories and their fighting forces organization.

MANTICOR operates mostly as a clandestine 
direct action platform for elite troops recruited 
from all over the world. All of them ex-military, 
these soldiers are put through an even more 
rigorous training regime that specializes in 
technical abilities. MANTICOR operatives 
are expected to be standalone assets that can 
be placed into any organization or squad 
structure and perform at maximum capacity. 
With extensive intelligence, drone, engineering, 
and cultural training a MANTICOR operative 
can exist in a disruptive or disconnected 
environment without support. As a fighting force 
MANTICOR operates at a sub six operative 
squad structure and quite openly uses larger 
assets such as Interdiction suites and military 
grade inorganic units to accomplish specialized 
roles. 

MANTICOR exists in both a professional sense 
and a deniable wing. Their professional forces 
utilize a standardized set of equipment with 
the majority being Eastern in origin. Modern 
Kalashnikov chassis and integrated systems 
are common throughout unit personal defense 
weapons and larger individualized kinetic suite 
systems are common.

Despite the lack of communications, activity has 
been seen in the flotilla near the primary moon 
of ABOL. Sources indicate that MANTICOR 
operatives may have been involved, but reports 
are sketchy at best. Several smaller vessels 
have been found drifting lifelessly around the 
celestial bodies scarred with breaching holes 
and filled with frozen corpses.
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KEY PLAYERS

IBRAGIM STRATEGIC -
Adrine is the only name on the official record 
inside of IBRAGIM STRATEGICs public 
database. Composed of an almost entirely 
Armenian military background IBRAGIM is the 
strong arm and personal security for some of 
the richest and most influential leaders of the 
Arab World. Their presence on ABOL is of an 
extremely small force tied to several key sites 
on the planet’s dark zone. These sites exist far 
outside of United Nations control and represent 
the initial claws of industry. Large mining 
operations and equipment navigated or were 
allowed through the United Nations blockade 
to begin work on the refuge planet. Ibragim 
operations are closely related to these mining 
locations providing security and outside control 
for the neighboring areas and imported labor. 

Ibragim hails from extreme amounts of money 
and their doctrine represents this. Advanced 
technology and limited limb replacements 
are common amongst their units. Drones 
are extremely prevalent and cyber warfare 
disruption is their specialty. While their 
technology may be advanced Ibragims true 
strength lies in their absolute secrecy. Very little 
is known about their operational environment. 
Combining this secrecy with technology and 
infowar allows Ibragim to integrate into areas 
of operation with complete control.  
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KEY PLAYERS

IMPISI -
With the outside influences digging their claws 
into ABOL the first settlers’ vision of colonization 
has come into harsh focus. While IRAFEL forces 
strike and cut deep into United Nations territory 
the average citizen is the one that receives 
the strike back. Curfews, lockdowns, smashed 
doors and thorough searches are the weapons 
of the United Nations. The IMPISI formed from 
the unemployed, the ex military, the scavengers, 
the filth of the underground to become a form of 
protection for the people of ABOL. For a price.

Forming loose tribes with an even looser code 
of morales the IMPISI are a home grown 
form of private security. Hailing from various 
nomadic groups and armed with the most basic 
of weapons, IMPISI forces rely on blending 
into local groups and avoiding outright conflict. 
Hired by locals, smaller industries, farmers, and 
tribes the IMPISI are available for retribution or 
defense. Their accepted payment can vary from 
weapons and ammunition to food vouchers and 
actual Dollars. 

IMPISI organization exists at a squad or lower 
level. Rarely are they seen fighting together in 
groups larger than 12 or 15 members and even 
then they are reinforced by potential indigenous 
forces that have hired them. The IMPISI use a 
variety of weapons but rely upon commonly 
found ammunition and civilian systems with 
support weapons and larger weapons being 
stolen or looted from United Nations or private 
security forces armories.

Most notably inside of IMPISI culture exists a tie 
into the land they fight on. Most IMPISI believe 
in one form of religion or another and find that 
this new world is where they were intended to 
die upon. Thus their garb is often tribalistic in 
nature and represents the new opportunity for 
humanity on ABOL.
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KEY PLAYERS

IRAFEL -
The bane of nations IRAFEL began as a humble 
revolutionary group. Starving and deprived 
of their basic needs, the wave of revolution 
quickly spread throughout the colonies. A 
conglomerate of races, religions, and nations 
realized they would never have their own rights 
or lands returned to them by peace. Several 
strikes, riots, and eventual raids secured enough 
resources for IRAFEL forces to make their 
escape into the tunnel systems below ABOLs 
surface. This escape led to the formation of a 
pseudo state made of these varied groups. Kept 
together by their combined values of freedom 
and hatred towards the United Nations. 
Within this cohesion lies a fractured idea of 
what resistance looks like. With some groups 
bordering on fanaticism and others simply 
trying to get by without living as a described 
slave to the powers.

IRAFELs tactics and technology vary heavily 
based on the group that is performing. Most are 
armed with simple civilian weapons but raids 
and attacks have led to a growing arsenal. 
The most limiting aspect of IRAFEL is the lack 
of technology or intel at their disposal. Relying 
on cells and planted civilian informants IRAFEL 
blends into the local populations to great effect.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE -

KINETIC SUITES -
Kinetic suites are the result of a natural 
progression in integrated field unit technology. 
A kinetic suite is simply a helmet or head 
mounted display that combines communications 
and a battlefield awareness system. Common 
Kinetic Suites can include a simple ballistic 
helmet with a radio and some kind of ATAK 
or similar navigational system. While the 
ones available on ABOL almost always 
include a filtration system or external oxygen 
supplementation to aid in low 02 environments. 
Modern kinetic suites have integrated visual 
IFF and heads up displays offering combatants 
direct intelligence feeds and updated battlefield 
conditions.

The most common Kinetic Suite is the Haka 
Integrated Combat feed. Combining a ballistic 
rated glass dome with a simple filtration 
system and integrated microphone and 
hearing protection. The Haka allows a HUD 
display to be projected onto the front of the 
drome providing up to date map viewing or a 
customized view of the battlefield. In addition 
it has mounting points for Infrared units, rail 
systems for accessories, and a rear mounted 
battery pack for weight distribution. The Haka 
is intended to be a modular system and can be 
seen as the base for many independent systems 
and designs. 

 

BODY ARMOR -
Body armor had seen many advancements 
during the time of travel but still remains a 
conventional protection. Specialized personnel 
are often seen utilizing so-called half suite and 
full suite systems where the user is “Stepped 
into” a powered or mechanical lower half 
that connects at the spine to a large collar 
system. Depending on the level of protection 
required the spine system allows hard armor 
to be layered across the wearer’s upper body, 
shoulders, and lower abdomen. Placing the 
weight across the wearer’s shoulders and 
supported by the powered section around the 
hips.

Full suites are designated as such that the spine 
itself supports an upper exoskeleton system that 
provides mechanical support and distribution 
of weight from the elbows and shoulders to 
the upper back. This allows even heavier hard 
armor plating and with a connected neck collar 
a fully ballistic rated helmet. Full suites are rarely 
seen outside of intense direct action combat 
where a user has the time and preparation to 
fully integrate into one. Once inside of a full 
suite system an operator is oftentimes sensory 
limited and must rely on external intelligence or 
team situational awareness.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE -

Weapon Systems -
Weapon Systems on ABOL are no different 
than the ones present on Earth. As technology 
advanced faster than weapon designs, 
many older weapons were integrated with 
intelligent or “Smart” platforms to maintain a 
level of integration that the rest of the unit had 
accelerated to. 

From simple integrations like ammunition feeds 
to intelligent firing projections and ballistic 
penetration examples. Many weapons’ 
effective range and stopping power were 
amplified based on these basic upgrades. 
Combined with an intelligence web and 
coordinated fires a unit armed with integrated 
weapons often has many advantages over 
traditional forces.

Recent integrations involve smart or variable 
ammunition loads. With the ability to gauge 
potential penetration and range, explosive 
or air bursting ammunition became common 
for squad automatic weapons and weapon 
platoon systems on a larger scale. Combined 
with intelligence gathering devices and lidar 
a squad size element can place effective fires 
equivalent to that of several conventional teams.

While conventional ballistics have remained 
the norm, advancements in propulsion have 
created several new types of weapon. 

Gauss systems use a set of magnetic rails 
to propel small projectiles at incredibly fast 
speeds. While proving almost completely 

ineffectual against most standard armors 
and surfaces, the development of explosive 
ammunition and specialized rounds have led to 
incredible stopping power and lethality. WIth 
most Gauss weapons being able to sustain fire 
in short duration with very little recoil. Gauss 
weapons find themselves operationally situated 
in a traditional Personal defense weapon or 
squad rifle role. With larger battery systems 
being operated on mechanized or supported 
chassis to bring heavier ammunition or 
specialized rounds to bear.

Rail systems are an extension of the gauss 
system with a focus on longer range and 
specialized ammunition meant for penetration. 
They are commonly deployed in urban or 
dense terrain based on the operational status of 
civilians or non combatants. Rail systems use a 
two stage projectile similar to a HEAT or Sabot 
round effect. This projects its effective range 
even farther than traditional ballistic methods 
and provides extreme penetration against 
body armor and defenses. On a squad level 
engagement Rail systems are most commonly 
attached to specialist units but are commonly 
seen on private security operating in direct 
actions where potential civilian casualties are 
“Unavoidable”.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE -

Interdiction Suites -
With advancements in hydraulics and battery 
power many forms of heavily armored fighting 
systems found increases in accuracy and 
combat time. Created in tandem with these 
advancements were interdiction suites. Initially 
drone or remote piloted units on 4 or more legs 
interdiction suites were a catchall technical term 
for any sort of unit smaller than an armored 
fighting vehicle with one operator. These 
platforms were usually developed for urban or 
denser terrain varieties featuring wide feet to 
accept pressure on potential basements and 
muddy or uncertain terrain. With the increase 
in mobility but lack of speed these units are 
usually operated as free floating squads of 
1 to 3 units. Or attached as platoon plus 
support elements. Their purposes inside of this 
structure vary but they are most commonly 
equipped with dual purpose weapons systems 
and an array of support assets for potential 
infantry support. From guided missile systems 
to mounted heavy machine guns. Interdiction 
suites represent a unique tactical variety for a 
potential commander.

On ABOL Interdiction suites are incredibly rare 
and extremely dangerous. While commonly 
used for defensive positions inside of United 
Nations defensive compounds and interests, 
Interdiction Suites have seen numerous direct 
actions against concentrated forces several 
times. Civilian versions of interdiction suites 
consist of power loaders, remote piloted 
heavy lifting or industrial equipment. While not 
necessarily a military purpose, IRAFEL and the 
IMPISI have been seen operating these units 

to great effect using mounted weaponry or for 
support purposes.

Requiring teams of support personnel and a 
massive effort to deploy to combat the most 
prepared Interdiction Suite operations revolve 
around Harlow Kinetic Solutions. Utilizing 
Inyanyi class combat suites in both indirect 
fire roles and as defensive elements. With 
multiple weapon fittings the Inyany is an easily 
maintainable chassis that can quickly adapt 
to several roles. Featuring large hooks and a 
unique folding system a pilot can embark inside 
of it and be airlifted to an area of operations 
to save on battery and combat timing. Once 
deployed, the suite can deploy its own 
intelligence net using micro drones and even 
longer range drones launchers from the rear of 
the unit. 

Interdiction Suites have earned the name 
“Dusters” amongst personnel of all types for 
various reasons. Most easily explained.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE -

Inorganic Units -
Called by dozens of names ranging from simple 
droids used in manual labor and assisted lifting 
to advanced bipedal combat drones operating 
alongside operational units. Inorganics are the 
catchall for anything controlled by a limited 
artificial intelligence and on two legs. Most 
commonly used for construction and assembly, 
inorganics are oftentimes more specialized 
to reach places humans usually cannot go. 
On ABOL their main use is in exploration and 
mining or industry. Able to exist and work quite 
quickly on the planet’s low oxygen surface. 
Much rarer are the combat inorganics, and 
even more rare are the military grade combat 
inorganics. While often used for defensive 
purposes or security being programs with 
certain commands and able to restrain or 
disarm human opponents, military grade 
inorganics are a completely different level. 
Utilizing LIDAR capabilities with advanced 
weapon manipulation algorithms and chained 
to an abominably powerful chassis. 

Military Grade Inorganic units are extremely 
dangerous and extremely capable combat 
machines. Used often as squad level support 
assets and as specialist roles, Milspec 
inorganics as they are often called can be 
attached to squads and usually operate as a 
pair with a technical specialist assisting them. 
Their limited artificial intelligence is constantly 
updating and assessing situations with 
intelligence provided to them by the squads 
intelligence net or their assistant. Higher end 
Milspec units are often deployed as a unit 
of several inorganics with orders for a direct 

action mission following specific parameters. 
In these cases they are extremely vulnerable to 
electronic and informational warfare as they 
are relying on their limited artificial intelligence 
and a remote connection to their operator. 
Used in this way the inorganics are more of a 
spearhead or a specialized team. Operating 
higher caliber or heavier weaponry outside of 
the boundaries of normal human use. Able to 
engage targets with a much greater accuracy 
and utilizing incredible sensors and IFF 
detection to pick out potential targets amongst 
crowds for neutralization.
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EVENTS

IRAFEL - Professional Ideology
Business as usual was running in the corporate 
mercenary world and following the massacre at 
Ethron, business was good. Until it wasn’t. 

Attacks against corporate leadership and 
executives were taking on aspects that the 
contract did not signify. Slogans were spray 
painted, kidnappings were botched, intel was 
destroyed, entire fireteams went missing and 
never reported for jobs. Usually were highly 
public messages or press releases claiming 
responsibility for such actions, almost always by 
IRAFEL or radical separatist movements. 

It became evident that IRAFEL was using 
the greed of the PMC’s to game the system. 
Inserting agents to sabotage and collapse not 
only the objective of the missions, but the trust 
that contract holders had in the groups willing to 
take them. 

Vetting local power and contractors became 
necessary, as an IRAFEL instigator could 
be in any group of individuals of the violent 
persuasion. Failing to do a background check 
might result in worse than a failed mission, but a 
propaganda victory for insurgent opposition.

Truth -
Protests had been growing around The UN 
headquarters building in Ethron, the capitol 
of Abol, since the new wave of ships arrived 
in orbit. Living conditions in the city and in the 
Scatter had become abysmal as the population 
exploded. Ash storms and over harvesting had 
wiped out crops, creating food shortages, and 
the UN responded with rationing and tax hikes. 
As unrest grew, the UN’s efforts to quell the 
crowds became more heavy handed. Bowing 
to corporate demands for order, the UN began 
to arrest any demonstrators that did not disperse 
when commanded, and the reports of terror 
threats against the headquarter building led to 
the crowd control teams being supplemented 
by members of the UN Peacekeeping Reserves. 
Hundreds of armed reservists found themselves 
guarding against an ever growing crowd of 
angry locals. 

Dozens of cameras caught the fateful moment 
when protestors pushed against the line, and a 
UN soldier fired into the crowd, cutting down a 
young woman. The live feeds immortalized the 
image of a girl draped in a bright yellow jacket, 
dead on the steps of the UN building. 

She instantly became a symbol, and the armed 
resistance against the UN government gained 
popular support overnight.
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EVENTS

IMPISI - Art Heist
After settlement, the upper classes of a 
stagnating earth became hungry for cultural 
artifacts that were not their own. Something 
new, novel, and expensive to give them status 
their rival Earthborn did not have. Enter Yakob 
Karlsen, “PunchKarde” the Banksy of ABOL.

After some prolific and popular street murals, 
Karlsen pulled some strings with some friends to 
get some high-res media of his art sent back to 
the Sol system on a tight beam transmission. The 
celebrity that immediately followed catapulted 
him into all of ABOL’s worst crowds. Drugs, 
gambling, smuggling, and the high life. With 
fame though came a greater desire for his street 
art than he was able to produce however, and 
an exuberant contract came out for an art heist 
that the IMPISI would fulfill. They gathered 
some local forces on foot and requisitioned a 
local vehicle and set out with demolition tools 
to abscond with a wall of a building the prolific 
Karlsen had made his mark upon. 

The street gang was quickly disbanded by 
the first sighting of what was to become a 
common occurrence on the planet, an all terrain 
truck armed with a 3d printed DShK. While 
reaction mass is at a premium on transorbital 
ships, several autonomos hacker collectives 
assembled a metal-sintering printer upon arrival 
and were using ABOLs indigenous minerals to 
create “home-grown” heavy weapons. After 
a few months in beta, they were ready for their 
big reveal. 

The heavy machine gun dispatched the local 
street forces in short order, clearing the way 
for the (mostly) intact mural to be removed with 
concrete saws and pry-bars into the back of the 
light fighting vehicle. 

Karlsen was wounded in the firefight, and 
the reports that he might die from his wounds 
sparked 48 hours of civil unrest as people 
fought tooth and nail to secure the artwork 
that’s value was speculated to skyrocket
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EVENTS

IBRAGIM STRATEGIC EVENTS -
PAOC led mining operations reveal several 
large underground chambers in the eastern 
inhabited zone. Further investigation reveals 
rich mineral deposits required for drill bit 
replacement and refinement. During the process 
of prospecting these sites crews came under 
sporadic attack from local nomadic groups 
with limited weaponry. After isolating their 
communications network a team of Ibragim 
operatives utilized a modified Lynx helicopter 
platform tuned to the low oxygen environments 
to locate the group’s staging point. After 
planting local intelligence and aerial drone 
assets the team spent 38 hours preparing a 
two stage offensive operation based around 
destroying the group’s hydro stations. 

As the closest sun began to rise trails of dust 
could be seen in the distance as the vehicles of 
the mining operation closed in on the location, 
towing large lighting systems and generators.

As the locals roused from their positions and 
began preparing several staged vehicle points 
they found their fuel lines cut and their vehicles 
disabled. As they took defensive positions in 
an attempt to repair them their communications 
were cut and the first stage of the operation 
began. A 2 man team began engaging the 
defensive force from a distance utilizing ranging 
information from planted intelligence assets 
while the remaining force initiated the second 
step. Explosives rang out from the nearby valley 
hosting the group’s water supply. Without 
communications and lacking intelligence on 
the nearby sniper fire the initial defensive 
element fell back towards their primary staging 
point. As they crossed the Ibragims marked 
line of departure they were quickly engaged 
by several automated systems and by the now 

relocated sniper position. Throwing down their 
weapons they surrendered suffering minor 
casualties. As they surrendered the remaining 
four man team emerged from the surrounding 
hills, camouflaged in using advanced disruptive 
visual tech. The belligerents were marched 
past their intact water supplies and imprisoned 
defenders. Reports are sketchy past this point 
but production reports were increased with an 
addition of unpaid labor in the coming months.

IBRAGIM - Killsats
During initial unrest from the spree of Yellow 
event related terrorism all IBRAGIM Strategic 
resources were mobilized on extermly short, 
highly inflated contracts. One of the lesser 
historic key moments is when a security detail of 
6 IBRAGIM contractors held back a substantial 
IRAFEL force of at least 200. Once their initial 
supply of drone strikes had run dry, artillery fire 
began to fall from of all places: orbit.

 Hardened tungsten rods annealed to survive 
re-entry were precision guided to choke points 
the IBRAGIM contractors were funneling 
the enemy through, disabling technicals and 
inflicting mass casualties from kinetic impacts.
Though no such weapons were logged with 
the UN, an inquiry behind closed doors held 
by the UN had traced through telemetry data 
that the weapons had been piggybacking on 
communication infrastructure satellites. 

Though several cases arose, no indictments 
were able to stick from the UN due to the 
SatCom GmbH being bribed to say they had 
no knowledge of such devices or genuine 
industrial espionage of installing them before 
launch.


